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Abstract

As the power grid grows, the need to measure the quality of power delivered also
increases in order to ensure that clean and proper energy is being delivered to loads. This report
serves to document the process that we undertook this semester in order to design, test, and
implement a power metering system designed to measure the single phase power and voltage of
a load representing the power consumed by the ECEB. This power meter would then display
these values in order to see how power was being delivered. This report will discuss the design
process and considerations that went into designing the overall system as well as its subsequent
subsystems, and it will conclude with the results that we achieved as well as improvements to be
made in the near future.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem
Businesses, hospitals, data centers, schools, and so many other infrastructures are

continually growing and expanding year after year. All of these facilities, and homes alike,
require reliable power and energy to run. These facilities all get their power from the grid, where
power is delivered in a 3 phase format. These facilities are seen as a resistive, capacitive, or
inductive load by the power grid. Capacitors and inductors in theory are lossless, but in reality
they are not. This means that some power may be lost within inductive and capacitive loads,
which would mean that the power being delivered by the grid is not efficient. The power being
delivered is not physically evident, but it is only apparent that the correct amount of power is
being delivered if the facility receiving it turns on and runs. This could mean that a facility
needing 100kW of power is being sent 500kW by the grid, which would be an efficiency of 20%,
a horrible loss of both power and resources. There is a need to monitor this power in order to
avoid huge power losses which could cost the business more than it needs. These power losses
also lead to a loss of the resources used in generating the power.

1.2 Solution
Our goal is to create a 3 phase power meter to be installed at facilities in order to

calculate the true power that is being delivered to the facility. To help in achieving this goal, a 1
phase power meter will be created because if 1 phase can be measured accurately, the same
technology can be expanded to measure 3 phases. This power meter will calculate phase angle,
power factor, and rms voltage and current values. It will then display these values for viewing,
allowing grid operators to manage power delivery from the grid, which in turn will allow them to
find areas of major power loss and be able to fix them for more efficient power delivery.

1.3 Requirements
1. Our power meter must be able to measure the correct RMS values of current and voltage

of a 3 phase 208V 60Hz input signal to within ±5% of the correct value. (This was later
modified to be able to measure just 1 phase to within the same margin of error. This input
signal would come from a signal generator, 10 Vpp, which is what the transformer that
was purchased would output if connected to mains power.)

2. Our power meter must be able to accurately calculate the phase angle and power factor of
the input signal to within ±10%. (Since RMS voltage and current values are used to
calculate these the margin of error may be greater.)

3. The data we collect should be displayed to an LCD screen for power monitoring, as well
as uploaded to an external database which can be used to display these same power
statistics to TVs in the ECEB.
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2 Design

2.1 Overarching Design

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Power Meter

Figure 1 presents our subsystems at the highest level. Our design contains a measuring
subsystem which is responsible for getting the current and voltage signals to our controller
subsystem for processing. This controller subsystem then communicates with our display and
data storage subsystems in order to both save and display the data it received. Lastly, we have a
power supply system which is responsible for making sure that everything on the PCB is
powered. The rest of this design section aims to dive deeper into each of the subsystems seen in
Figure 1 and how these subsystems play a pivotal role in the overall function of our power meter.

2.2 Measuring Subsystem
The measuring subsystem consists of the current and voltage sensing circuits. These two

circuits are identical except that the current sensing circuit contains a shunt resistor. Our
measuring circuits connect to the leads of the transformer in order to get the waveforms to
measure. We utilize a 1.65V pseudo ground (created using a simple voltage divider from our
3.3V supply) connected to the GND terminal of the transformer in order to shift up the incoming
voltage signal. This is necessary because the microcontroller that is being used for calculations
(ESP32) does not handle negative voltages, and they can potentially damage the microcontroller.
After this waveform is shifted up, it is brought down to around 2.2Vpp via voltage divider since
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our op-amps are being powered with 3.3V and the signal would otherwise be cut off at the top
end.

The op amps we chose to use for our circuits were the OPA2340. These op amps can
function in single supply mode and are rail-to-rail amplifiers which is very important since we
want the signal as close to 0-3.3V as possible. This signal is then sent through a non-inverting
operational amplifier that amplifies the signal via Equation(1).

The signal is then filtered through a low pass RC filter with a cutoff frequency of 59Hz in
order to recover the original waveform as well as cut out any possible higher order harmonics
and noise which may be present outside the 60Hz. Finally, there is an additional op amp which
acts as a buffer before sending the signal to the ADC on the ESP32. This buffer was included due
to the initial current draw of the ESP32 ADC pin which has an internal capacitor.

Figure 2: Schematic of Current and Voltage Sensing Circuits
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2.3 Power Subsystem
Our board needed a 3.3V supply in order to power the op amps, the microcontroller, for

creating the pseudo ground, and for the LCD screen. We wanted a long local battery life for our
meter, at least 10 hours, so we had to calculate the current draw in the worst case scenario. Since
the ESP32’s wifi module was going to be utilized in order to offload data to the cloud, the
current draw for this process was used since the current draw while using the wifi module is the
greatest, around 240mA [3]. The current draw of our op amps was about 1ma [4], and our lcd
screen was around 60mA [5]. This brings our total current draw to roughly 300mA, and since we
wanted our battery to last for at least 10 hours, this would require a battery with a rating of about
3000mAh. Most batteries with this mAh rating are car batteries or have very high voltage which
is impractical for a power meter. We went with a 12V 2400mAh battery which would give us 8
hours of battery life.

Since a 12V battery was chosen, it had to be stepped down to 3.3V. We had to decide
between utilizing a linear regulator or a buck converter in order to step down 3.3V. Ultimately, a
buck converter was used because the linear regulator would have dissipated too much heat
because of our high power battery. The circuit chosen in order to implement our buck converter
came from the manufacturer datasheet [2], and it stepped down our input voltage to 3.3V.

Figure 3: Schematic for Step Down Buck Converter to 3.3V

2.4 Controller Subsystem
The controller subsystem consists of the microcontroller, the ESP32, and how it

interfaces with the other subsystems, as well as the code implemented and programmed onto the
device. More specifically, how it interfaces between the measuring subsystem, display
subsystem, and data storage subsystem, and is powered by the power supply system. Figure 4 is
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a schematic showing which pins interface with which subsystems, with the unlabeled CHIP_PU,
TX, RX, and GPIO0_STRAP pins being used to program the ESP32 while it is on the PCB.

Figure 4: Schematic pin out of ESP32

2.4.1 Programming the ESP32
Initially, for early debugging purposes, the ESP32S3 development board was used to

upload the programs via a USB to microUSB cable. For the ESP32 module used on the PCB, a
programmer circuit was designed based on the ESP32 example on the wiki website [9], shown
below in Figure 5, along with a USB to UART bridge module. The ESP32 is programmed by the
circuit bringing the GPIO0 pin to a low logic level, allowing the ESP32 to go into Boot mode
and code to be written onto the flash memory through the RX and TX pins.
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Figure 5: Programming Circuit Schematic

2.4.2 Analog Measurements and Calculations
The ESP32 uses type ADC_1 pins, ADC_I and ADC_V, to receive the analog

measurements for current and voltage. These pins contain an internal analog to digital
transformer that allows a discrete value to be read and recorded in the code using the
analogRead() function. In addition, EmonLib is used and initialized with the aforementioned
ADC pins and is used to calculate Irms, Vrms, power factor, and phase angle. It calculates the
input signals real power by taking the average of instantaneous power over several cycles.
Apparent power is then calculated by using Vrms * Irms, subsequently calculating power factor
is then achieved by dividing real power by apparent power. Finally, the phase angle phi is
calculated by taking the inverse cosine of real power over apparent power. The calculations are
summarized in Figure 6, with phi representing the phase angle.

Figure 6: Equations used in Calculations
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2.5 Data Storage Subsystem
The data storage subsystem consists of storing data locally, by recording a .csv file onto

the microSD card that was connected via the microSD card module. We initially decided to store
the data in a text file, but it would make organizing data and reading the data harder to do when
looking at raw data. We designed the file system so that we could easily purge data over time.
Each day a new file is created where the ESP32 would then start writing data to. Then the MQTT
client we coded would read the data off of the SD card and publish the data written in the last 15
minutes. AWS IoT Core ingests the MQTT messages and writes to a Time Series
Database(TSDB). After a month, data will be moved to long term storage.

Figure 7: Cloud Infrastructure Diagram

2.6 Display Subsystem
The display subsystem consists of two major components, an LCD display and a routine

to display onto the ECEB lobby television. The LCD is connected to the ESP32 and displays the
power factor and phase angle data. The ECEB lobby television would display .csv file tables that
have been uploaded to the website from the database on the online server. Under ideal
conditions, recorded data would be displayed on graphs that also illustrate trends and perform
additional data analysis. The ECEB TV’s would access the data by displaying a website hosted
on AWS that displays the data as seen in the block diagram in Figure 7.
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3. Verification
This section dives into the requirements that were set for each subsystem in order to

determine that they were functioning adequately, and the tests that were performed in order to
verify these requirements. These will be discussed at a high level except the measuring
subsystem requirements, data is expressed in their verification since this is the most crucial
component of the project. Appendix B details the full in depth requirements and verifications for
each subsystem.

3.1 Measuring Subsystem Requirements & Verification

3.1.1 Acceptable ADC inputs
One of the requirements we established was that the sensing circuit should bring the

voltage and current into an acceptable range for the internal ESP32 ADC input such that it does
not damage the device. The set standard was the current sensing circuit to bring the current into a
range of less than 40mA, and the voltage sensing circuit to bring the voltage to 3.3V ± 0.3V.
Verification would be performed by connecting the load, or in our case the signal generator
simulating the load’s current and voltage signals, to the sensing circuit and then using a
multimeter and oscilloscope to measure the output, and observing if it is in an acceptable range.

This verification for current was easily met since the current transformer that we chose
had an output current of 5mA which is way below our target of around 40mA. To bring our
voltage into the range for the ESP32 a simple voltage divider was created in order to bring the
voltage to around 2.2Vpp before passing it through the non inverting operational amplifier. Some
safety was also in place just in case there were some voltage spikes that occurred. Since our op
amps are being powered by a 3.3V power supply, any voltage higher than that would be cut off
by the op amps in the circuit, and there was also a final safety net of a diode clamp circuit before
the ADC pins in order to ensure nothing above 3.3V or below 0V would get to the ADC pin.
This was tested with an oscilloscope and the voltage always stayed in range when varying the
input.

3.1.2 Minimal Modification/Change of Signals
Another requirement was ensuring our sensing circuit should not significantly modify or

change the actual input values of the voltage and current. This behavior is validated by
recovering the original waveform and calculating the RMS values of current and voltage.
Verification was achieved by shifting the incoming waveform down by 1.65V and then
multiplying by 6.06 to bring the 0-3.3V waveform back to its original 10Vpp. We found the VRMS

after shifting and scaling to be 7.0V compared to the expected 7.07V giving us an error of 1%
which demonstrates that the original signals were modified minimally.
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3.2 Power Supply Subsystem Requirements & Verification

3.2.1 Acceptable ESP32 Power

The power supply subsystem must bring down the battery voltage, 12V, down to an
acceptable level of 3.3V so that it does not damage the ESP32 and is at the specified acceptable
logic level high. Verification is performed by connecting the buck converter circuit to the battery,
however, the ESP32 is not connected until we have measured an acceptable voltage value that
will not damage the component. A multimeter on the oscilloscope measures the output voltage
and confirms it is in the specified acceptable range.

3.2.2 Secondary Backup Power Source

Initially, we had planned on including a backup battery circuit that would use the battery
as a backup power supply in case the primary power supply (the wall outlet) faced an outage.
This source would similarly provide an acceptable range of 3.3V± 0.3V of voltage to power the
ESP32. Verification of this circuit would be performed by connecting both the primary and
secondary source, or signals/waveforms simulating these sources, to the backup battery circuit.
The primary source would then be decreased to 0V and the output of the backup battery circuit
would be measured using a multimeter.

3.3 Controller Subsystem Requirements & Verification

3.3.1 Analog Measurements are Read

The microcontroller requirements are simply that the ESP32 code should be able to
access the current and voltage input signals and use them to perform calculations. Verification
was performed by recording measured current and voltage values received from the
analogRead() function onto a .csv file and viewing if it matches the input current and voltages.
Furthermore, printing measured current and voltage onto the serial monitor was also used to
more quickly test and validate the requirement, however, this method requires the
microcontroller to be connected to the Arduino IDE environment to view the output.

3.4 Data Storage Requirements & Verification

3.4.1 Data Uploaded every 15 minutes

It was established that our local data would be offloaded onto the online database once
every 15 minutes in order to monitor if we ever lose connection. Verification would again be
done utilizing the time stamps we stored with the data, and monitoring the database to view the
timestamp between uploads. We were not able to upload the data to the cloud as planned due to
the MQTT client not functioning properly on the ESP32. Our cloud infrastructure was capable of
ingesting data and when unit testing, it would ingest data properly within 30 sec of the scheduled
data ingestion.
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3.4.2 Data Measured every 0.1 seconds

A requirement for our project was that the current and voltage measurements be taken at
a rate of 0.1 seconds. We were able to verify the rate at which measurements were taken by
including a timestamp along with each measurement. We looked at the data stored on the SD
card and found that the .csv file stored data every 1-2 seconds. We were not able to meet the
requirements due to inefficiencies in our code. The code responsible for modifying the LCD and
float calculations are resource intensive which results in the data being stored at a slower rate.

3.4.3 Online Storage for 5 years, Local Storage of 96 hours

Local storage of 96 hours is required in case of a WiFi or power outage, allowing the
users to have data for 4 days with the hope of the user being able to detect the issue and still have
data available. We are not able to comprehensively test if data integrity is maintained over 5
years, but this can be provisioned in AWS.

3.5 Display Requirements & Verification

3.5.1 Data is displayed on the LCD

Displaying data, initially current, voltage, and power but later transitioning to just power
factor and phase angle, was the main requirement the display subsystem needed to fulfill in order
to be of any use. Verification was performed by connecting the LCD to the GPIO pins, allowing
the device to collect its first set of data, and then confirming it is visible on the LCD screen.

3.5.2 Data is displayed onto TV
Displaying the recorded data onto the ECEB lobby TV was the secondary requirement of

the display requirements. This would be done by uploading our data from our server/online
database onto the website that is displayed on the ECEB lobby TV. Verification would be
performed by seeing if we are able to upload our data from our online database onto the ECEB
website. Ultimately, we were not able to complete this requirement due to the bottleneck of the
MQTT client not functioning properly. Had the MQTT client uploaded data to the cloud, we
would have been able to display the data on the ECEB TV.
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4 Costs & Schedule

4.1 Parts
Most of the parts that were used in the construction of the power meter were ordered off

digikey, but some parts were ordered through the ECE smd component inventory which came at
no cost to us. A price for these components that were ordered for free are included in the full
breakdown of parts ordered in Appendix A. The total for all our parts was $96.17.

4.2 Labor
The labor involved in our project included the planning, designing, and assembling of the

project. The main time cost with regards to the assembly of our project was soldering the
components onto the board and testing them to see if they functioned properly. Additionally, our
project had a 3D printed container used to encapsulate the PCB and hold the LCD display.

4.3 Total Calculation
Our costs include the labor and the sum of our parts, as we do not plan on using any

external services such as the machine shop. Assuming an hourly rate of $40/hour, and given 11
weeks, estimating the time spent being on average 5 to 6 hours a week, we use the provided
formula to get $40/hour * 2.5 * 55 hours = $6600 per individual, meaning the entire labor cost
would be $19800. Adding the sum of our parts gets us to a total cost of $19800+$101.17 =
$19901.17.
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5. Conclusion

5.1 Results
The voltage and current sensing circuits were tested against a purely capacitive load and

an RC load. Inductors were unfortunately not available in the lab and so a purely inductive load
and an RLC load were not able to be tested. Table 1 & 2 shows the results of expected vs
observed power factor and phase angle, as well as the percent error associated with each for both
the capacitive load and the RC load.

Table 1: Power Factor for Capacitive and RC Circuits

RC Circuit Capacitive Circuit

Expected 0.88 0.00

Observed 0.80 0.12

%Error 9% 12%

Table 2: Phase Angle for Capacitive and RC Circuits

RC Circuit Capacitive Circuit

Expected 28° 90°

Observed 42° 80°

%Error 50% 11%

5.2 Future Work and Possible Improvements
The microSD card module required 5V which meant we had to use an additional source

to power it as it was not properly functioning when it was being powered by the 3.3V primary
source from the power supply subsystem. This issue could be resolved using a microSD card
module with a built in level shifter from 3.3V to 5V allowing it to be connected to the ESP32
power supply.

Another issue present in our design was that the sampling rate was varying from 1-3
seconds as opposed to 0.1 seconds due to the amount of time it takes to run the code. Logic could
be added to selectively run certain functions, such as LCD and float computations, once every N
loops, reducing the time it takes for the code to run. A possible alternative solution would be
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utilizing parallel loops, one for the analog measurements and the other for display and data
storage code. This is possible as the ESP32 is a multicore microcontroller, however it is
recommended not to use the third low power core so we would be restricted to two parallel loops
[1].

Finally, our circuit was directly powered by the battery meaning it would need to be
replaced every so often which would be inconvenient for users. Initially, we had simulated and
designed a backup battery circuit to solve the issue but did not end up implementing it due to the
need of additional components to interface the outlet with the circuit. The schematic design is
implemented in Figure 8, primarily relying on a PMOS gate to open and allow access to the
secondary source when the primary source reaches a low enough voltage.

Figure 8: The backup battery design we planned on using

5.3 Ethical and Safety Considerations
With regards to safety we are going to need to take into consideration the CAT Rating.

This relates to safety equipment ratings needed when handling different types of electrical
devices or systems, which can pose a danger in the event of arc flashes[6]. Our device is a CAT
II rating as it will be attached to a single-phase AC load. Ideally we would need to take into
account arc flashes and sudden harmonics in the power grid which could cause irregularities
when measuring voltage and current. Ultimately, we ended up simulating the load using signal
generators in the lab during the demo, so these safety considerations were not as much of an
issue as if we were to have actually connected to the load.

We will make sure that the data presented is allowed to be public, and that displayed
values are not manipulated. This falls under maintaining integrity aspect of the IEEE code of
ethics by not lying about our results to improve perceived accuracy [7]. When handling
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potentially private data we must take the proper precautionary methods to make sure that this
data is not shared, which is why we will only display public data on to the TV’s [8].
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Appendix A: Cost Table

Table 3: Parts and Cost

Name Quantity Manufacturer Link Cost

SD Card Module 1 DFRobot SD Card Module $5.20

Voltage Transformer 1 Triad Magnetics Voltage
Transformer

$12.02

Buck Converter 1 Texas Instruments Buck Converter $1.20

Current Transformer 1 AcuAmp Current
Transformer

$26.00

Backup battery circuit 1 Texas Instruments Backup battery
circuit

$4.20

Linear Regulator 1 Texas Instruments Linear Regulator $1.51

ESP32
(Microcontroller)

1 Espressif Systems ESP32 $2.68

LCD Display 1 UNIVERSAL-SOLDE
R Electronics

LCD $3.66

Micro SD Card 1 SP Silicon Power MicroSD Card $9.98

12V Rechargeable
Battery

1 Mighty Max Battery Battery $19.99

Op Amp
OPA2340UA

4 Texas Instruments Op Amp $1.819
(each)

12V 2400mAh Battery 1 ECE Supply Center ECE Supply
Center

$0.17

10 μH Inductor 1 CoilCraft DigiKey $0.9375

0.1 μF Capacitor 6 Murata Electronics DigiKey $0.10

1.0 μF Capacitor 2 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

10 μF Capacitor 1 Murata Electronics DigiKey $0.10

100 nF
Capacitor

1 Samsung
Electro-Mechanics

DigiKey $0.10
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https://www.amazon.com/Mighty-Max-Battery-Replacement-WKA12-7F/dp/B07PM6B6QP/ref=asc_df_B07PM6B6QP/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=642125734747&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=6607737785480104426&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9022185&hvtargid=pla-1956850086174&psc=1&mcid=3ff2c8f56324345a8c68b3ea55a50211
https://www.ti.com/product/OPA2340
https://my.ece.illinois.edu/storeroom/catalog.asp
https://my.ece.illinois.edu/storeroom/catalog.asp
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/coilcraft/MSS1038-103NLC/21380877
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/murata-electronics/GCM155R71H104KE02J/6606120?utm_adgroup=&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Product_Medium%20ROAS%20Categories&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_id=go_cmp-20223376311_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-6606120_sig-Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHLsMLRb83-dFaurTZm0x6RaAmjoKkd_kDqfQTTuTnq3JjA6XXiPvp4aAuSxEALw_wcB&gad_source=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHLsMLRb83-dFaurTZm0x6RaAmjoKkd_kDqfQTTuTnq3JjA6XXiPvp4aAuSxEALw_wcB
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/CC0603KRX7R7BB105/2833611
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/murata-electronics/GRM155R60J106ME05D/11500166
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/samsung-electro-mechanics/CL05B104KP5VPNC/20498482


0.01 μF
Capacitor

1 KEMET DigiKey $0.10

47 pf Capacitor 2 KEMET DigiKey $0.57

1000 pF
Capacitor

1 ECE ECE Supply
Center

$0.10

47 μF Capacitor 2 Samsung
Electro-Mechanics

DigiKey $0.26

4.7 μF
Capacitor

2 Sasmsung
Electro-Mechanics

DigiKey $0.10

0.015 μF
Capacitor

1 KEMET DigiKey $0.38

Schottky Diodes 5 Diodes Incorporated DigiKey $0.41

Phoenix Contacts 4 ECE ECE Supply
Center

$0.94

1x04 Pin Header 1 Wurth Elektronik DigiKey $0.19

1x06 Pin Header 1 Adam Tech DigiKey $0.20

BJTs 2 ECE ECE Supply
Center

$0.42

10mΩ Resistor 1 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

2kΩ Resistor 1 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

3.24kΩ Resistor 1 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

10kΩ Resistor 14 YAGEO DigiKey $0.087

27kΩ Resistor 2 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

30kΩ Resistor 1 Panasonic Electronic
Components

DigiKey $0.37

68.1kΩ Resistor 1 TE Connectivity
Passive Product

DigiKey $0.75

100kΩ Resistor 2 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

110kΩ Resistor 1 YAGEO DigiKey $0.10

332kΩ Resistor 1 Panasonic Electronic
Components

DigiKey $0.37
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https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/kemet/C0805C103K1RAC7210/8572452
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/kemet/C0805C470G4GACTU/16818676
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/samsung-electro-mechanics/CL21A476MRYNNNE/3888577
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/samsung-electro-mechanics/CL21A475KAQNNNE/3886902
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/kemet/C0603C153J3GAC7867/2199990
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/diodes-incorporated/BAT43WS-7-F/717698
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/w%C3%BCrth-elektronik/61300411121/4846827
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/adam-tech/PH1RB-06-UA/9830592
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC1206FR-0710KL/728483
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC1206FR-072KL/731559?utm_adgroup=Yageo&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Supplier_Yageo&utm_term=&utm_content=Yageo&utm_id=go_cmp-17816160916_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-731559_sig-Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHLCvKL4pCJqyc_aT8gjUx7jZUGRIzsBCzZ7DJj8V9uTe3KvE3vA32kaAgThEALw_wcB&gad_source=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHLCvKL4pCJqyc_aT8gjUx7jZUGRIzsBCzZ7DJj8V9uTe3KvE3vA32kaAgThEALw_wcB
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-073K24L/727811
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-7W10KL/12698899
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805JR-0727KL/728294
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/panasonic-electronic-components/ERJ-PB6B3002V/6213543
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/te-connectivity-passive-product/RQ73C2A68K1BTD/9480589
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-07100KL/727544
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC1206FR-07110KL/731455?utm_adgroup=Yageo&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Supplier_Yageo&utm_term=&utm_content=Yageo&utm_id=go_cmp-17816160916_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-731455_sig-Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHJ_LlX5xM8fzNnLbGbIVwXJf3ePnBTZ3yWYB9takaFLu8p2SqHcQi0aAusiEALw_wcB&gad_source=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0MexBhD3ARIsAEI3WHJ_LlX5xM8fzNnLbGbIVwXJf3ePnBTZ3yWYB9takaFLu8p2SqHcQi0aAusiEALw_wcB
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/panasonic-electronic-components/ERJ-PB6B3323V/6213663


Button Switch 2 C & K DigiKey $0.18

TestPoint 12 Keystone Electronics DigiKey $0.38

PCB 10 PCBWay PCBWay $5.00

Total Cost: $101.17
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https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/c-k/PTS645SL43SMTR92-LFS/3861373
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/keystone-electronics/5010/255332
https://www.pcbway.com/


Appendix B: Requirements and Verifications Tables

Table 4: Power Subsystem Requirements and Verifications

Requirement Verification

1. The system must convert the battery
voltage to 3.3V ± 0.3V in order to power the
ESP32.

1a. Connect our device to a power source. As
a preventive measure it would be best not to
connect the ESP32 until we have measured
an acceptable voltage value that will not
damage the component.

1b. Using the multimeter on the oscilloscope,
measure the output and it should yield a
reading of 3.3V ± 0.3V.

2. The system must be able to supply power
from a battery of 3.3V ± 0.3V in the case of a
power outage.

2a. Begin operation of our system and once it
is measuring (on) make sure the battery is
connected.

2b. Remove the primary power source and
observe if our submeter is still being powered
by using the voltmeter on the oscilloscope to
measure 3.3V ± 0.3V.

Table 5: Measuring Subsystem Requirements and Verifications

Requirement Verification

1. Voltage and current circuits bring voltage
and current into an acceptable range for the
internal ESP32 ADC input such that it does
not damage the device.

1a. Once our measuring circuits are
connected to the load, and the components
are connected to the power source, we will
use the oscilloscope multimeter to measure
the current, which should be 40mA ± 15mA,
and the voltage, which should be 3.3V ± 0.3V.

2. Our measuring circuits should not
significantly modify or change the values of
voltage and current when bringing these
values to a safe range for our ESP32.

2a. After recording data while operating our
device we will compare the measured power
and power factor to the actual values, and the
percent error should be within 15%
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Table 6: Controller Subsystem Requirements and Verifications

Requirement Verification

1. Current and voltage inputs are received
and the power and power factor are
calculated and recorded.

1a. This will be verified through viewing the
data sent to the server and seeing if any
values are there, it should not be N/A or
zeros.

Table 7: Data Storage Subsystem Requirements and Verifications

Requirement Verification

1. Data will be uploaded onto a time series
database(TSDB) through MQTT protocol at
least 4 times an hour.

1a. After 15 minutes of operation we will
access the server to see if our first batch of
data has been stored.

2. Voltage, current, and power will be
recorded 10 times a second.

2a. Using a timestamp on each data
measurement, we will observe if the interval
is 0.1 seconds between samples by checking
the server.

3. Data will be stored and maintained for 5
years. The local memory storage will need to
hold 96 hours of data.

3a. After 96 hours, we will verify that the
oldest data points are 96 hours old. This will
be done by manually going through the local
storage and viewing the timestamps of the
data sent. Data stored on the cloud is
managed by cloud providers so we can only
apply settings to retain data for 5 years.

Table 8: Display Subsystem Requirements and Verifications

Requirement Verification

1. Display current, voltage, and power values
on LCD.

1a. The first set of collected data should be
displayed on the LCD screen and correspond
to the data. This will be verified by connecting
the LCD to the GPIO pins and observing if
the values are displayed.

2. Display current, voltage, and power values
onto a TV.

2a. Once our device has collected its first set
of data it should be visible on the TV and
correspond to the data. This will be done by
connecting to a TV in the ECEB by sending
the data from the database to the TV display
via an API request.
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Appendix C: Schedule

Week Tasks Person

2/29 Finish Design Document Everyone

Project Proposal regrade Everyone

2/26 Simulate measuring
subsystem

Aleksai, Jonathan

Begin to order parts Everyone

Finish initial PCB layout for
PCB review

Everyone

Research cloud solutions for
data storage/website
hosting/MQTT broker

Mike

3/4 First round Order of PCB Everyone

Simulate MQTT publish and
subscribe with example data
and ingest into a Time series
DB

Mike

Write code to interface with
LCD display

Jonathan

Work on code used to
calculate power
measurements on ESP32

Aleksai

3/11 Spring Break Spring Break

3/18 Second Round Order of PCB Everyone

Assemble current and voltage
measuring circuits

Jonathan, Aleksai

Build backend of website
● API calls/structure
● SQL queries

Mike
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Set up web server for website
hosting

Mike

3/25 Third Round order of PCB Everyone

Test and verify if data is being
stored onto SD card

Aleksai

Test current and voltage
measuring circuits

Jonathan

Connect TSDB, backend, and
sample MQTT and get it to
display sample data on a
website (very rough data)

Mike

4/1 Fourth Round order of PCB Everyone

Debug any areas/subsystems
which are not meeting
required verification

Aleksai, Jonathan

Upload data from the SD card
to the cloud through MQTT

Mike

Ingest legitimate data from
the meter and display onto
the website

Mike

4/8 Fifth Round order of PCB Everyone

Add data visualizations on
the website

Aleksai, Mike

Display the website onto TV
of the ECEB

Jonathan, Mike

4/15 Prepare for Mock Demo Everyone

4/22 Final Demo Everyone

Prepare for Mock
Presentation

Everyone

4/19 Final Presentation Everyone

Complete Final Paper Everyone
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Turn in lab notebook Everyone
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